
Photographing at Night 
 
What you need 
 
Your tripod and patience!!                                                           
 
Some helpful tips 
 

- Use a low ISO we are already planning on 
a long exposure and have a tripod, this 
will reduce noise and create a sharper 
image. 

- White balance setting: This is a little 
different because it based on daylight and 
artificial light sources, but in shooting at 
night changing your white balance can 
effect the tone of your image, 
experimentation is encouraged try 
different white balance settings. 

- Try to shoot on a full moon so that there is 
more light 

- Use your self timer to release the shutter 
so that your camera cannot detect any of 
your movement 

- Check the weather! 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 
 
 
 
Night Landscape / Cityscape                                              
 
Some of the best subjects for night landscapes 
are city landscapes (it looks even better if the 
city landscape is reflected in a water body), a 
farmhouse, a stream or river, etc.  
First thing is to compose your subject, for 
example try to go for a low dynamic angle of a lit 
up building with a road, or buildings reflected in 
the water.  
Mount your camera on the tripod well and switch 
off the flash.  
Use manual settings of ISO at around 100, 
exposure of 4 seconds and aperture at f/9.  
Set the self-timer  
Start shooting. Take multiple shots if the camera 
is digital.  
Take a look at your cityscape pictures and 
experiment with different shutter speeds and 
composition. You can also try out the cityscapes 
in black and white photography setting.  
 
 
 
 
 



 
 
 
How to Shoot Traffic Lines  
 
 
This is one of the long exposure, night photography techniques.  
 
Climb up a bridge to get a top angle of a road or highway 
or stand on the corner of a busy intersection.  
 
Fix your camera on the tripod, and compose your shot 
well.  
 
Switch off the flash, and manually set the camera aperture 
at f/9, exposure at around 20 seconds, and ISO 100.  
 
Keep the white balance on auto and with a self timer, start 
shooting the subject.  
 
Check your images for the results, and experiment with different exposure times.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 
 
 
 
Photographing the moon:                                                   
 
 
Secure your camera on a tripod  
 
Use these manual settings on the SLR: ISO 100, 
aperture at f/9, exposure at -5 or less  
 
Keep the sharpness at a max and the white balance on 
automatic.  
 
Switch on the self timer  
 
Start shooting using auto focus initially, and later 
experiment with manual focusing.  
 
Take some shots and check how they have turned out. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 
 
 
 
Twilight                                                      
 
Twilight provides even, soft illumination...and the 
opportunity for 
longer exposures 
Great time to shoot objects illuminated by artificial 
light: 
buildings, statues, monuments, etc. 
When light in sky is balanced by artificial light, the 
sky takes on 
a rich, saturated color, but not black 
 
Exposure times at twilight are usually between 1-20 
seconds 
(ISO 100-400, F5.6-F11)...depends on light 
	  


